
Flexem FR7 Handhold Teaching Interface

Model：

FR7
7 inch TFT LCD, 800*480,16-bit color,DC24V, with 5m aviation plug cables, and one
1m additional aviation plug cable, which supports Fstudio.

FR7-CE
7 inch TFT LCD, 800*480,16-bit color,DC24V, with 5m aviation plug cables, and one
1m additional aviation plug cable, which supports WinCE.

FR7-Linux
7 inch TFT LCD, 800*480,16-bit color,DC24V, with 5m plug aviation cables, and one
1m additional aviation plug cable, which supports Linux system.

External Dimension：
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FR7 handhold teaching interface uses high performance

600MH ARM Cortex-A8processor, integrated high performance

engine, 4-wire industrial HMI(surface hardness 4H)128M Flash + 64M

DDR2 DRAM memory, WINCE LINUX operation system optional. Rich

hardware resources are provided to help researchers use present

resources to develop the 2nd time, to apply to the actual products.



Junction Box and Connector：
7 inch TFT LCD, 800*480,16-bit color,DC24V, with 5m plug cables, and one 1m additional aviation plug cable, one
end is with aviation plug female head, and the other end is with wiring harness to connect concerned signal.
Handhold Teaching Interface and 5M cable:

USB

3 stage safe

switch



1m aviation Cable：

Before using, connect 1m cable end to the concerned signal in the cabinet, and install the plug into the cabinet.

When using, you can connect one end of the 5m cable of FR7 into 1m cable aviation plug. When not using, dismantle

the aviation plug, which can avoid line re-connect each time.

Connection Ports and Key Illustration:
Item Illustration

Key Switch Key switch. It is used to HMI touch or not. The switch can be converted only
after inserting the key.

Self-lock switch with Light

Safety Emergency Switch It is used for the robots stop under dangerous situation. The lock will be
closed automatically when pressing the emergency switch.

Silicon Button Generally used for setting program and you can define other functions by
yourself.

3 Stage Enabling Switch 1: Not pressing
2: Middle Location
3: Press totally
The robots can be started only after the switch pressed in the middle
location(2). The button does not work when using automation running
module.

USB Connection Used for storage/recovery etc.

16 aviation plug Used for connecting and removing the handhold teaching interface.



Installation and Connection Illustration(Refer to Connection Digraph)

1m wiring harness already shows the signal definition. Users no need know the detailed aviation plug definition. The

cable connection is as below:

1. 24V power connects to the “+24v”,”GND” of the wiring harness.

2. PLC is connected through RS232/485.

3. PLC is used for controlling robots emergency switch, button switch, key switch, pressing button connecting

emergency and button switch,key output, press enabling switch, the COM port of the PLC.

4. Ethernet port connects to the PC, to realize the handhold teaching interface projects downloading and edition. If

you need make the cables by yourself, the aviation plug terminal definition is as below:



Characteristics：

Parameters

Touch Screen 7” TFT LCD

Resolution 800×480

Color 65536

Brightness 450 cd/m2

Backlight LED

LCD Life 50000 hours

Touch Screen 4-wireline Industrial Touch Screen(Surface hardness 4H)

CPU 32 Bit 400MHz RISC

Memory 128M Flash + 64M DDR2 DRAM

RTC Built in

Ethernet 100M

USB Ports USB Host 1.1

Operation System LINUX or WINDOWS CE Optional

Button Key 1 piece of 3 stage safety enabling switch, 1 piece of key switch, 1 piece
of self-lock switch with light and one safety emergency switch.

6 groups of 12 programmable silicon key(metal pop-up)

Electrical Specifications

Rated Power < 8W

Rated Voltage DC24V, working range: DC 18V~32V

Power Protection Protecting from lightening and surging

Power Loss Allowed < 5mS

CE Complied with EN61000-6-2:2005，EN61000-6-4:2007

RoHS
Complied with RoHS, lightening surge±4KV，group pulse±4KV

Static Electricity: 4KV，Air discharge: 8KV

Environment Specifications:

Working Temperature 0~50℃

Storage Temperature -25~60℃



Humidity 10~90%RH（non condensate）

Anti-vibration 10~25Hz（X,Y,Z direction2G/30 minutes）

Cooling Way Natural Cooling

Other

Protection Grade IP20

Mechanical Structure ABS

Whole Dimension 250×160×95（mm）（without power terminals）

Weight 900g，whole machine（including cables and box）1600g

Handhold Teaching Interface Equip：
(Please skip over this process if you use your own system or own software)
1. Please open FStudio software and create new projects. Select the model FE4070(the HMI model in the teaching
interface).Ethernet setting selects static IP address and enter to confirm.
2. Open the communication connection in the left button of the software, double click keyboard to enter the setting,
click using keyboard, select device type FR7-KEYBOARD, select communication port COM4 and confirm.

-



3. The 12 silicon keyboard equip on the handhold teaching interface: Add switch indication light component, define
the switch function, and select “Control Settings”- “Keyboard”-”F1 corresponding 1st actual key”. Other settings same
operation. (Note: Only 12 silicon key controlling screen in the teaching interface, other keys control the controllers
directly).

4. After entering basic window, you can equip the HMI interface components according to the actual needs.
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